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EDITORIAL

Introduction
The terrorist attacks in the USA, the appalling loss of life and
the events that are now unfolding give added urgency to our
task of introducing global citizenship education in schools.
But can we avoid the problem described by Meredith
Cochrane of an educational response that discusses the
immediate events of another crisis in a far away country and
misses the opportunity to develop understanding of the deep-
rooted causes? Do we have the tools to undertake such a
debate given the complexity of the issues? And what
dilemmas are there for schools in introducing such overtly
political topics into the curriculum?

Politics in the Curriculum
Clearing out my garage recently (as you do) I found a dusty
box of old university papers and discovered my April 1978
degree thesis entitled ‘Hidden Values in the Curriculum’. I can
still remember the irony of the discussion with my tutor at the
time over the need to rename it from its original title ‘Political
Values in the Curriculum’ which he thought would

unnecessarily draw unfavourable attention from the
moderators. Nearly a quarter of a century later we are making
citizenship education a compulsory part of the school
curriculum. Resistance to this has been strong, as it has until
recently, in the arena of development education. We still have
a long way to go to enable the issues presented by
globalisation, including terrorism, to become an integral part
of the school curriculum. 

The political dilemmas are highlighted by David Lambert
and by Oxfam’s Isobel Allen and Angela Grunsell in their
articles responding to the DFID White Paper ‘Making
Globalisation Work for the World’s Poor’. Lambert is clear
about the need for education to have as its starting point that
globalisation is a political construct and that education should
be about debating and challenging assumptions about its
potential for good. He is not, however, confident that we have
the ability to do this in practice. As he puts it: ‘the challenge
for educationalists … is to find strategies to bring the
complexity that interdependence implies into the classroom’.
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Allen and Grunsell recognise the need for structures that
ensure justice from globalisation; for people to vote for
politicians that support this cause; and the consequent need for
people to be educated to raise their understanding and
willingness to act. For them the task is clear and the tools for
doing so are described in their article. I am deeply concerned
at the violent protests at recent summits because such direct
action diverts attention from the issues at stake. But Allen and
Grunsell are right to point out that people can and do make
instant and personal links across huge geographical and
cultural distances which make distant ‘others’ real to us all.
The educational value of such connections should not be
underestimated.

They are optimistic about the potential for schools to
prepare young people for adult life in a globalised world, but
they appear cynical about the government’s commitment to
this end. I confess that this has echoes for me in the recent
decision by the DfES not to publish their guidance on
parenthood education in schools. I have been engaged in this
educational (should that be political?) struggle for too many
years but nonetheless I feel hugely optimistic that we are
making real progress. 

Teaching about globalisation
The pedagogical dilemmas and opportunities are explored in a
number of the articles. William Scott outlines the balance he
believes is required between not doing enough to raise young
people’s awareness about sustainable development and doing
too much so that it becomes indoctrination. He very helpfully
summarises the responsibilities that citizens have for
sustainable development and the responsibilities that educators
have in the way they go about teaching it. As he puts it:
‘Institutions such as schools need to exercise the moral
responsibility that society requires of them, and be free to take
up and explore sustainable development issues with learners…
if schools are to be nurseries for such choice and learning they
need help for the journey rather than a detailed description of
the destination.’

Fairtrade is one such destination and Ivonne de Moor and
Meredith Cochrane each give a concise summary of the issues
involved in using Fairtrade as an educational tool. Both
recognise that it is a relatively straightforward way of
engaging young people in the local-global debate and a useful
learning tool. However de Moor stresses the need to include
critical discussion as a key element in the lessons whilst
Cochrane points to the need for strategies that build up long-
term projects rather than one-off workshops if the activities
are to have any longer lasting impact on young people’s
awareness or influence their behaviour.

The importance and methods of critical discussion through
‘philosophical enquiry’ as a teaching technique are described
in detail by Chris Rowley and Jane Yates. This involves using
a collaborative dialogue called a community of enquiry, which
begins with young people sitting in a circle and sharing in the
reading of a fictional story. The children then use
philosophical questions to stimulate their thinking and ideas.

Rowley and Yates argue that philosophical enquiry does not
make the distinction between process and content, and more
controversially that development education cannot achieve the
necessary critical perspective required because it is already
associated with a ‘world view’. Whilst many argue that if you
had three development educationalists in a room you would
have four or five world views it is the case that introducing
Fairtrade in the classroom in the way described by Meredith
Cochrane would not fit with the approach advocated by
Rowley and Yates.

At the other end of the pedagogical spectrum from
discussion of a fictional narrative is the use of ‘service
learning’ described by John Annette. He helpfully summarises
the evolution of ‘active learning in the community’ in which
students engage in reflective learning through volunteering
projects in local communities in both the UK and the USA.
He argues that this growing trend in higher education both
here and in other countries provides valuable opportunities for
students to develop both an understanding of globalisation and
an intercultural understanding of community development
across regional and national boundaries. He concludes that
service learning is a means for education for global
citizenship in the UK and higher education.

Wider development awareness
A wholly different arena is the world of the business
community and the trade union movement in promoting
development awareness. Not surprisingly, Ros Tennyson and
Julie Smith found that the differing primary objectives of
government, businesses and trade unions require different
strategies if they are to become more actively engaged.
Business will in general only consider development
awareness-raising where development issues coincide with
direct business interests. Trade unions have been most
successful when clear links have been established between
members’ concerns and development issues. The authors
highlight a number of initiatives that could be taken now that
would be most likely to be successful and have impact for
each of these constituencies.

Conclusion
It has been said that the world changed fundamentally on 11
September 2001. Clearly we are in a new global paradigm as
new alliances implement new global strategies to combat
terrorism – and the causes of terrorism. The threat of
terrorism to democratic societies is also an opportunity. It is
an opportunity for global citizenship education to take
important strides forward in raising young people’s
understanding of the world around them and empowering
them to act in responsible ways to bring about social justice in
their own lives and in the lives of those in the world around
them.
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